


Have you some freetime to kill? 
Make your own awesome wrist strap. 





You can buy everything on the internet today it´s cheap and simple. 

All of us who are photographers, there are so much fancy things to buy for 
your camera. 

I am a handy man and I love to handcraft, it´s fun really fun and when you 
make something with your own hands, it become special and the best of all 
it´s “one of a cind” 

This time I made a wrist strap, and I want to share it with you, how I made it. 

This lession is dedicated my friends in StreetHunters. 

Hopefully I gonna see several wrist straps that you made BY YOUR SELVES. 



Let´s start! 



Get a leather strap 10mm wide and 2 mm thick, the length is personal, but 
mine is 52 cm. 
Cut it in both ends about 45 degrees like I did so the ends fit together. 



Get yourselves a keyring thats tiny enough for the camera strapholder and 
fits to your leatherstrap. 



Use an awl to make holes for the stitches, the first end so near the keyring as 
possible, push the awl through both. Hold it tight when you do this, so the 
holes match eachothers. 



Do the same with the other end of your strap, and after that you may use the 
awl to make the holes a little bigger, hole by hole so the needle can go 
through.



I use two needles and a very strong thread, this sewing technique is called 
saddler seam. 



Start in the first hole near the keyring and go around the edge of the strap. 



Go to the next hole with both needles in each hole it´s called saddler seam. 
It´s really strong. 



Go round every hole that you made with the awl, make a knot in the last hole 
then go one step back again and finish with a knot in that hole. 
Cut off tre threads, and your wrist strap should look like this now. 



If you want to colored the strap, it´s now time for that. 
I use a special leather color who do not stays on the surface but sucks in to 
the leather. 
My letherstrap is now dark brown. 



Now I take a cup of coffee and wait, then I polished the strap with a cloth 
everywhere so it´s shine. 



For decoration I use my wifes twine that she have for her plants in the 
garden, you can use what ever you like, it´s your art! 
Before I use it, you need to vax it first so that can be tightend well around the 
strap.



I start in the camera end, and tight it hard in the bottom in the keyring hole, 
the loose end of the thread must stay under the thread you twist around the 
strap, see next side. 



As you see here, tightend the thread hard the whole way arond. 
When you get the whole way to the end of the stitches, go a little futher just 
a few turns. Go between the straps and then go back for the second layer. 
When you came to the keyring, go in the hole and make a knot on outside.  



Glue the knot with cyanide glue that calls superglue or quick glue. 
Now it´s time to whetherseal your strap, I use leather dubbing. 
Polish and mount it on your camera, complete! 

Congratulations, You made it! 






I hope you like to do some handcraft! 




If you have some other ideas please let me know! 



Dan Berntsson 







visit my website on: 
http://danberntsson.blogspot.se/


